Sunday November 13, 2016

The "Spin" Cycle
Daniel In The Lion's Den of Life

Daniel 6:1-28

Intro
The game board (LIFE)... Give details of the game, objective of the game,
problems of the game.
The "Spin" Cycle
The spinner tells us how many spaces forward or backward to go. Sometimes we look
around and we aren't where we want to be or where we think we should be. Just like
Daniel in the Lion's den we must trust God, even though it doesn't look like what we
pictured it... God still has a plan! Trust Him!

- The game (LIFE) relates to real LIFE and our relationship with Jesus... The twists and
turn, the ups and downs, the forward spaces and the backward spaces. All these
most relate to one decision... TRUSTING God with the plan for your LIFE.
Daniel in the Lion's Den

- Just like Daniel we need to setup our lives with a decision that we will trust God,
having a certain character with Him.

- Daniel has exceptional qualities(verse 3)... Satan wants you to think otherwise.
Keeping you depressed and in a constant fog of uncertainty.
Trusting Before the Lion Pit...

- Faith (Trust) is NOT an act or show, it's a habit, a discipline!
- We need to Pre-cide (Pre-decided) our decisions for God...
Before we get the bad news at the DR.... Decide to trust Jesus as your healer!
Before we turn to an outlet to please ourselves.... Decide to trust Jesus as your
only hope!
Before our children go down the wrong road.... Decide to trust Jesus with
covering them with prayer!

- These are decisions that were Precided before the outcome was known.
- Matthew 5:45 - rains on the just and the unjust...
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- Trust God - Don't make the option available otherwise... Trusting God in the small
things will prepare us when our life is on the line!
Trusting God when we get stuck... (Verse 11)

- How often do we wait until we are in a dead end crisis and cry out for his help and
guidance... God wants us to seek Him daily and let Him guide each step of the way.

- Pray to your Jerusalem... Be specific in your prayer, the direction you want your
prayer to go...The camp was setup facing the Tent of God (Tabernacle)

- We often want God to do it a certain way...
Instead of altering God's word according to our circumstances, we need to alter
our circumstances according to God't word.

- Sometimes God allows us go into an unchangeable situation so that He can do
something undeniable.
The Stone - Fate Sealed...?

- Generational Curses need to be Generational Changes!
- No one can fix your fate, if you have your faith fixed!
- If don't decide to honor/trust God in the light of day, your faith will never hold up in the
dark of night!

- We need to have a perspective that even when the decision isn't obvious; if we obey
God doesn't guarantee that I'll end up where I want to be - It guarantees that He'll be
with me no matter where I end up!

- Colossians 2:13-15
God sometimes doesn't take you out of the lion's den... God wants to bring you
over the lion's den.

Close...
May you walk in constant courage so when you face an unchangeable situation
you will have an unwavering faith in an unchanging God!.
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